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ABSTRACT. One of the most important characteristics of file compression is to preserve memory with all its 
temporary and permanent images, in addition to maintaining the speed of performance in the process of compression 
and decompression and increase the frequency range in the transmission and reception from long distances. 
The examined the performance of Variable-Byte compression scheme over sequences of integers. Variable-Byte 
algorithm which has high compression speed and decompression speed while the algorithm's compression ratio is weak 
in the case of small integers. 
A new compression algorithm - Variable-5bits, has been designed, the ratio of compression is improved from 4 to 6.4 
in the case of small integers. In the case of large integers, the Variable-5bits algorithm is roughly equal in the 
compression ratio with the Variable-Byte algorithm. 
A number of experiments were performed to test the compression ratio in the new algorithm in different and varied 
samples when the range is small between integers, the compression ratio is high and when the range is large between 
the integers we get a low compression ratio.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Information retrieval systems deal with a huge amount of data that needs to be organized as inverted index [1]. The use 
of inverted indexes and compression techniques is partially accountable for the current performance achievement of 
web search engines [2]. Large amount of data their performance becomes constrained by the speed at which data can be 
read or written and need it more storage to store. Compression reduces the physical size of the inverted index, saving 
storage cost and improves the performance [3], [4]. Fast compression can reduce query response times [5]. 
While the performance of an information retrieval (IR) system can be enhanced through the compression of its posting 
list, proposed many compression techniques deal with different types of posting information (document ids, 
frequencies, positions) [6]. 
There are some factors which influence compression performance like the number of integers and range of this integer 
in index. In our study, we focus on the performance of compression applied over sequence of integers. Indexes are 
mapped to such sequences of integers. 
 

II. RELATED WORK 
 
For an exhaustive review of 32-bit integer compression techniques, we refer the reader to Matteo, Craig and Iadh [7]. 
Variable byte codec [8] is a byte-aligned, oblivious codec. It uses the 7 lower bits of any byte to store a partial binary 
representation of the integer x. It then marks the highest bit as 0 if another byte is needed to complete the 
representation, or as 1 if the representation is complete. For example, 201 is 10000001 01001001. Their finding while 
this codec may lead to larger representations, it is usually faster than Gamma in term of decompression speed [9]. 
 Veluchamy and Sandanam [10] also carried out an extensive experimental evaluation on synthetic data, they 
found that Variable-Byte compared to bitwise technique like Rice code, Variable Byte code required a single branching 
condition for each byte which is more cost-effective in terms of CPU cycles. Moreover, VByte has a poor compression 
ratio since it requires one full byte to encode small integers. 
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III. BACKGROUND 
 

In this section, we first introduce the block-based inverted index that we are using for comparing the two compression 
techniques (Variable-Byte and Variable-5bits). We then describe variable-byte scheme, before introducing the variable-
5bits scheme. 
 
1. Inverted Index Structure 

An inverted index [11] is a data structure that stores a list of distinct terms which are found in the collection, 
this list is called a dictionary, lexicon or a term index. For each term a list of all documents that contain this term is 
attached, and it is known as the posting list. (Elmasri R., S. Navathe, 2011).  
For each unique indexed term, the inverted index contains a posting list, where each posting contains the occurrences 
information (e.g. frequencies, and positions) for documents that contain the term [7]. 
Inverted index construction is done by collecting the documents that form the corpus.  
Afterwards the preprocessing operation is done on the documents to obtain the vocabulary terms; this term is used to 
build the forward index (document-term index) by creating a list of the words that are in each document [12]. 
 Postings in inverted lists are usually ordered by increasing See Fig1. 
 

 
Fig 1 Inverted Index 

2. Techniques for Inverted List Compression 
An inverted index is composed of inverted lists, each one being an ordered list of integers. The main idea of 

index compression is to encode the list of integers using as few bits as possible. Instead of storing the raw integer in a 
32 bit machine word, the goal is to store each integer using the smallest number of bits possible See Fig 2. 

 
For each term t, we store a list of all documents that contain 

 
      dictionary                                                            postings 

Fig2. Construct the Inverted Index 
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2.1- Difference coding 
This coding mechanism (sometimes called deltas, gaps)[6] encodes a set of integers by deducting successive 

values. This sort of coding has been used in the field of data compression for years. The main idea is to code the first 
value as it is and the remaining values will be coded as the difference between successive values. It achieves a good 
compression ratio if the differences between successive values are small. 
Delta coding is one of the popular techniques for integer coding. It codes integer values by subtracting successive 
values using simple arithmetic, 훿 = 푋푖 − (푋푖 − 1) . The integers must be sorted. If the difference between two 
consecutive integers is small then we can code the difference with few bits, but one large difference can adversely 
affect the total compression ratio. Consider a sequence of integers like 24, 25, 32, 43, 55, 77. According to difference, 
we will store the first value as it is 24. We will store the differences of successive values rather than storing the original 
values. As a result, the coded sequence will be 24, 1, 7, 11, 12, 22. We can revert back to the original sequence by 
computing the prefix sum. 
 

 
Fig3. Difference Coding (Deltas) 

 
2.2 Variable-Byte coding 

An integer can be compressed as a sequence of bytes using Variable-Byte coding. Different authors referred it 
variously such as v-byte, variable byte [8], VB [13]. This is a byte oriented coding technique. For every byte, the first 7 
bits are used to store part of the binary representation of the integer, and the last bit is used for a status bit which 
indicates whether the next byte is part of this integer [14]. For example, an integer k = 312 and its binary representation 
is 
100111000. Using variable byte coding k can be represented by two bytes: 10000010 00111000. The status bit 0 in the 
first byte (00111000) indicates that the next byte is also part of the integer See Fig 4. 
In total, it took 16 bits to encode the number 312. While decoding, we read byte by byte. We discard the eighth bit if it 
is 0 and continue reading the next bytes till we get 1 in the coding is easy to implement and known to be significantly 
faster than traditional bit oriented methods [4]. 
The main drawback of this method is that it will take at least 1 byte to store even a small integer. In the case of 
encoding an integer of a single bit such as 1, we have to store it using one byte and the byte looks like 10000001. As a 
result, we waste 7 bits. Thus, it can make Variable-Byte coding inefficient in terms of compression ratio.  
 
 

 
Fig4. Variable-Byte Scheme 

 
IV. PROPOSED SCHEMES (VARIBALE-5BITS SCHEME) 

 
We called V5bits it enhanced to VByte scheme. An integer can be compressed as a sequence of 5 bits using Variable-
5bits coding. This is a 5bits oriented coding technique. For every 5bits, the first 4 bits are used to store part of the 
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binary representation of the integer, and the last bit is used for a status bit which indicates whether the next byte is part 
of this integer. For example, an integer k = 200 and its binary representation is 11001000. Using V5bits coding k can be 
represented by 10 bits: 1110001000. The status bit 0 in the first 5 bits (01000) indicates that the next 5 bits is also part 
of the integer. 
In total, it took 10 bits to encode the number 200. While decoding, we read 5 bits by 5 bits. We discard the 5 bits if it is 
0 and continue reading the next 5 bits till we get 1 in the 5 bit for any 5 bits to record any integer See Fig 5. Variable-
5bits coding is easy to implement. 
 

 
Fig.5 V5bits 

 
To quantify the trade-offs among between two algorithms, we have to implement apply them to randomly generated 
data sets. We use some code for compression and decompression of integers written in Java which is available as open 
source under the Apache License 2.0 (https://github.com/lemire/JavaFastPFOR). Along with the implementation of the 
core compression algorithm, we need to develop we own testing strategy to test and verify. All the implementations 
have been written in Java using SDK version 1.8.0 
In our experiment we focus on compression of integer values. The main objective of this study is to examine and 
compare the performance of enhanced V5bits scheme over VByte method. 
Mainly, we comparing between them based on compression ratio and decompression speed. We conducted our 
experiment based on synthetic data sets. We can reproduce synthetic data at any time and perform testing on those data. 
We run different trials by varying different parameters such as number of integers, integer size, etc. 
In order to run all of our experiments on synthetic datasets we use a machine equipped with Intel(R) Pentium(R) CPU 
B960 @ 2.20 GHz 2.20 GHz processor and 2 GB of RAM. 
 

V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 
 

To evaluate the performance of two compression schemes we performed thorough experiments on synthetic data. We 
varied different parameters such as integer size, number of integers, etc. We analyzed the effect of different aspects of 
datasets on compression. Again, size of integers may influence the performance of compression. We will take more bits 
to compress one large integer. We can save space by compressing small integers into smaller memory space compared 
to larger integers. Moreover, the difference between the consecutive integers also influences the compression ratio 
when we use delta coding or differential coding. 
The cardinality of the data may influence the compression rate. 
We have identified different factors that can influence the compression size. Our final goal is to examine and compare 
the performance of two compression schemes on integer’s numbers. 
In our experiment we examined not only compressed size but also compression and decompression speed. We 
examined how different factors can influence the time to compress and decompress data. 
To evaluate the performance we ran several identical trials varying characteristics such as the number of integers and 
the maximum length of each integer.  
 
1. Generation of data 

To perform the experiment, we generated data with two different parameters. 
 fixed number of integers 
 Variable number of integers  

After generate integers by two different parameters we applied concept of Delta coding or differential coding between 
integers on two parameters. 
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Our first approach was to generate generating consecutive integers from zero to a certain limit. We gave two 
parameters N and Max. Our program generated consecutive integers N distinct integers from 0 to Max and stored it to 
an array of integers in sorted order. We used differential coding (See 2.2.1) on the input values and stored the delta 
values in an array of integers. This set of delta values was used as an input to evaluate different between two 
compression schemes. 
In our implementation we took a delta coded integer array as an input and ran two compression schemes and recorded 
the compression ratio, compression speed and decompressing speed for every scheme. 
In all of our experiments, we measured the timing based on CPU time. In the case of compression and decompression, 
we ran every trial for 10 times and took the average of the recorded time for every trial. While measuring the timing we 
consider all the encoding and decoding operations including delta coding and prefix sum. 
 
1.1- Varying integer size 

We generated our synthetic data sets with random integers in the range [0 – 2^31) for both V5bits and VByte 
schemes. We generated integers from zero to the integer with the specified number of bits, i.e., the range will be from 0 
to a maximum 31 bit integer which means the interval is from 0 to 2147483648. Our test includes the integer range [0 – 
2^16] [0 – 2^17], [0 – 2^18) and so on. We generated 32768 numbers of distinct integers for every interval in sorted order 
and stored them into an array for further processing. Finally, we stored the delta values. We will get larger delta values 
with increase of the range, since us generating fixed number (32768) of distinct integers in a particular interval. We 
analyze the effect of integer size on compression. If we have all very small integers we can fit those into small memory 
space. We have listed the test result for both V5bits and VByte schemes. 
We have plotted the test results in Fig 6; Fig 6 shows the result of V5bits and VByte scheme. We found the V5bits is 
more compressible compared to VByte in small integers and equal in large integers. In this test we changed the size of 
integer to some certain limit. When we generate integers within small range such as [0 – 2^16], it is obvious that we will 
get small delta values compared to larger range like [0 – 2^31]. Therefore, when we have lot of small integers, we can 
compress them into smaller memory space. For both V5bits and VByte data in Fig 6, we found small integers can be 
compressed into fewer bits compared to large numbers. In the case of maximum 16 bit integers, we can compress every 
integer within 5 bits or 10 bits there is an exception for Variable-Byte, since it compresses in a byte oriented manner. 
Therefore, Variable-Byte needs at least 8 bit to compress any integer. 
 

 
Fig6. Compression Ratio 

 
Size of integers has some effect on compression speed as well. Compression speed decreases with increase of size of 
integer. In Fig 7, we found compression speed is higher for small integers. Compression speed decreases with 
increment of integers size. We measure the compression speed in million of integers per second (mls). The V5bits 
scheme has the lowest compressing speed compared to VByte, because the V5bits after convert the integer into binary 
reading 4 bits per reading compared with VByte reading 8 bits. To evaluate the applicability of using any compression 
algorithm, we are mostly concerned about the compressed size and decompression speed of the scheme.  
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Fig7. Compression Speed 

 
Decompression speed was also influenced by integer size see Fig 8. We used the same number of integers in every 
trial. We found the integer size influenced the performance of compression in every trial. In the case of the first trial, 
we have maximum number of bits is 16. Therefore, our range of random generated integer is in between [0 – 2^16]. The 
difference between consecutive integers is small for a small range of integers. 
In the case of a large range such as [0 – 2^31], the difference between consecutive integers is large and we found it takes 
more bits to compress. We can compress the integers into a smaller number of bits when we have small integers and 
also compression and decompression time will be significantly high for small integers compared to large integers. 
 

 
Fig8. Decompression Speed 

 
1.2- Varying the number of integers 

Our next approach to testing was to vary the number of integers within the same (total) range of integers (0 – 
2^31) and evaluate the performance. In this case, we generated data sets of random integers for both V5bits and VByte. 
Rather than generating a fixed number of integers like 32768 we generated a variable number of integers in each run. In 
every trial, we generated 10 integer arrays. Each of them containing same number of integers in a certain pass and in 
every pass we changed the size of the array by changing the number of input integers. In our experiments we generated 
random integers within the same range of (0 – 2^31) but varying the number of integers i.e., we generated 2^11 integers 
for each input array in the first pass. We continued our trial by generating more integers than in the previous trial by a 
power of 2. We generated 2^12 to 2^22 integers in our test. Since the range is fixed, the average difference among 
random generated numbers will be higher when we generate a small number of integers and reverse in the case of 
generate a higher number of integers. 
We ran the first 6 integers identical trials and generated 2^11, 2^12, … 2^16 integers. In every trial, we generated random 
numbers in the range (0 – 2^31). The difference among consecutive numbers is large, since we generating fewer of 
integers on a fixed large range (0 – 2^31). The differences between consecutive integers are known as delta values.  
In Fig 9 we found that to compress integers with large delta values takes more bits. Moreover, it takes more time to 
decompress. 
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In the case of ran the last 6 integers, we generated 2^17, 2^18, … 2^22 integers in the same range (0 – 2^31). Delta values 
will be lower in high integers. As a result, we can achieve very good compression ratio and also good decompression 
speed. 
Compression size is increasing whenever we generating more integers on a fixed range (0 – 2^31). We will get small 
delta values when we have more integers. As a result we can compress integers with fewer bits. 
 

 
Fig9. Compression Ratio 

 
Fig 10 shows the compression speed. We Compression speed increases with the increment of number of integers, since 
delta value decreases as the number of integers increases. We can see the effect of the number of integers on 
compression speed in Fig 10. VByte compression speed faster than V5bits. 
 

 
Fig10. Compression Speed 

 
Decompression speed was also influenced by integer size. We can see in Fig 11, decompression speed increases with 
the increase in number of integers.  
VByte faster in terms of decompression speed than V5bits. 
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Fig11. Decompression Speed 

 
In our synthetic data test, we generated a fixed number of integers and also a variable number of integers, but in both of 
my cases we have seen the size of integers influences the compression ratio and speed of compression and 
decompression. 
However, V5bits is clearly the winner for compression size when generated small integers in case of fixed number of 
integers and when generated more integers in case of variable number of integers. 
VByte is clearly the winner for speed of compression and decompression but it does not compress 
 

VI. CONTRIBUTIONS 
 

This research is based on improving compression ratio for Variable-Byte scheme. 
Variable-Byte coding is easy to implement and known to be significantly faster than traditional bit oriented methods. 
The main drawback of this method is that it will take at least 1 byte to store even a small integer [14].We compare our 
enhanced approach against original approach for inverted indexes on synthetic data. We introduce enhanced scheme for 
Variable-Byte scheme, the Variable-5bits scheme. 
We show that V5bits provides the best compression ratio for small integers compare with Variable-Byte scheme and 
trade-off between compression speed, decompression speed and compression ratio. 
 

VII. FUTURE WORKS 
 

We have tested the performance of V5bits compression schemes in the case of synthetic data. In future we can evaluate 
the outcome of these schemes by real dataset to assess real performance. Observe in the results of experiments that did 
not get a high compression ratio for large numbers, we will work to improving compression ratio for large numbers. 
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